
 

 

 

able acrobatic adorable adventurous 

affectionate ageless agile agreeable 

alert alike alive amazing 

amusing ancient angelic angry 

annoying appealing argumentative artful 

awful awkward babyish bad 

bald bandy bare bashful 

beautiful bendy big bitter 

blunt boastful bold boring 

brainless brainy brave brilliant 

brutal bubbly busy caring 

catty cautious charming chatty 

childlike chilly chirpy choosy 

chubby clean clever clumsy cold 

colourful comical confident considerate 

cool correct crafty crazy 

crooked curious cute daft 

dainty dangerous daring dashing 

dazzling deadly delicate delicious 

determined difficult dirty disgraceful 

dishonest disobedient docile dopey 

downhearted dreamy drowsy dull 

dusty eager earnest easy 

educated elderly elegant enchanting 

energetic entertaining envious excellent 

excitable experienced expert fabulous 

faint fair faithful false 

fancy fashionable faultless fearless 

fearful feeble ferocious fierce 

fiery fine firm fit 

flabby flashy flighty flimsy 

fluffy foolish forgetful fortunate 



fragrant fresh friendly frosty 

fruity funny fuzzy generous 

gentle genuine ghostly gifted 

glamorous glossy good gorgeous 

graceful grand great greedy 

grim grubby grumpy hairy 

handsome handy happy hard 

harmless hasty hazy healthy 

heavenly heavy helpful heroic 

homely honest  hopeful hopeless 

horrible hot huge humble 

humorous hungry hurtful husky 

icy idle ignorant impish 

important incredible inquisitive inventive 

invisible irritable itchy jealous 

jittery jolly joyful juicy 

jumpy keen kind kissable 

knobbly knowledgeable lanky large 

lazy light likeable limp 

little lively lofty lonely 

long loud lousy lovely 

lucky luxurious mad magical 

magnificent marvellous masterful mature 

mean meddlesome merry mighty 

mindful mindless mobile modern 

modest monstrous morbid mousy 

mucky muddy musical mysterious 

nasty natural naughty neat 

needy nervous new nice 

nimble nippy noble noisy 

nosy numb nutty obedient 

observant odd old orderly 

 



organised original outrageous outstanding 

overgrown pale peaceful peculiar 

perfect perky persistent persuasive 

physical picky pimply plain 

playful pleasant pleasing plucky 

plump podgy polite pompous 

poor poorly popular potty 

precious pretty priceless prickly 

prim proper prosperous protective 

proud puffy pushy puzzling 

quaint quarrelsome quick quiet 

radiant ragged rare rascally 

ratty ravenous raw reasonable 

reckless refined refreshing regal 

relaxed remarkable renowned respectable 

restless revolting rich robust 

rosy rotten round rowdy 

royal rubbery rude rusty 

sad saggy scraggy savage 

saucy scaly scary scheming 

scrappy scrawny scruffy secretive 

selfish sensible serious shady 

shaky shapely shapeless sheepish 

shifty shiny shocking short 

shy sickly silent sincere 

skilful skinny sleek sleepy 

slender slick slimy slinky 

slippery sloppy slow small 

smart smelly smooth smutty 

sneaky snooty soapy soft 

solid soppy sorrowful sour 

sparkly special speedy spellbound 

 



spicy spiky spindly spoilt 

spooky sporty spotty squeaky 

steely sticky strange streaky 

strong stupid stylish sulky 

sunny super swanky sweet 

swift talkative tall tame 

tearful tedious tempting tender 

terrifying thirsty thorny thoughtful 

thoughtless thrilling ticklish tidy 

timid tiny tiresome touchy 

trembly trendy tricky trim 

troublesome trusting truthful trying 

tuneful ugly unfair unkind 

unknown unruly unsteady unwell 

unwilling vain valued vengeful 

venomous vicious victorious vigorous 

violent vulgar wacky warlike 

warm wasteful weak wealthy 

weary weedy weeny wighty 

weird well wet wicked 

wide wiggly wild willowy 

wise wishful witty wobbly 

wonderful wonky woolly woozy 

worthy wrinkly wrongful yappy 

yobbish young youthful zany 

zealous zestful zippy  

 


